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Lulu.com, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.In his prime Max Randy was a rising star in the world of adult
entertainment; but, years of hard living have not been kind to him, and his career is on the rocks. To
eek out a living, Max runs Money Shot Detective Agency that specializes in photographing cheating
husbands for evidence in divorce court. Max s dirty little secret is that he employs fellow has-been
adult film stars to seduce husbands that might otherwise be perfectly faithful. One day, Max is
summoned to a meeting at Dick Long Productions (DLP), the largest and most well-respected adult
entertainment company on the planet. There, Max learns that DLP s founder, CEO and president,
Dick Long, has been kidnapped, and Max is hired to find Dick Long and save the company. Having
no experience with real detective work, Max sets out on a case that twists and turns its way through
the dangerous, surreal and larger-than-life world of the Southern California porn industry.
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A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to read. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am e ortlessly could possibly get a delight of
studying a created ebook.
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A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform you
that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
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